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ABSTRACT 
 

We investigated core/shell polystyrene (PS)/ polyacrylic 
acid (PAA) nanoparticules (NPs) which are weakly charged 
and therefore sensitive to pH and ionic strength. These NPs 
made of PAA can undergo changes in volume, in surface 
potential and structure in response to changes in pH and/or 
ionic strength. Such NPs are promising materials for 
designing smart carriers whose surface properties 
(adhesion, permeablility) and interactions with the 
surrounding environment can be modulated in response to 
an external stimulus or signal.The NPs monolayers were 
irreversibly attached on amino-functionalized mica and 
silica substrates to prevent cleavage and/or slipping of the 
NPs at the polymer/substrate interface during force 
measurements. We have demonstrated that immobilized 
NPs maintained their responsiveness properties. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

The unique property of polymers responding to external 
stimuli has made this class of smart materials very 
promising for applications such as intelligent medical tools, 
microelectromechanical systems, and sensors, to name but a 
few. Surfaces can be rendered stimuli-responsive by 
attaching polymers that respond to external stimuli of the 
surrounding environment1. A particular approach that has 
been widely used over the past decades is the chemical 
anchoring of end-functionalized linear polymers to 
substrates2,3. The resulting polymer brushes present 
properties that are contingent on grafting density4, layer 
thickness4, external conditions (solvent, pH…)5. The use of 
polyelectrolyte (PE) brushes has often been proposed for 
their remarkable lubricating properties6,7. Numerous studies 
of various PE-bearing surfaces in aqueous media have been 
reported, however, the precise way in which the polymer 
conformation and ionization control the resulting surface 
properties is still debated.  
 

2 METHOD 

To attempt better understanding of the underlying 
mechanism, we investigated the behavior of supported 
core/shell polystyrene (PS)/polyacrylic acid (PAA) 
nanoparticles (NPs). These NPs made of a cross-linked 
PAA shell are weakly charged and can undergo changes in 
surface potential and volume in response to external pH. In 
this study, direct surface forces measurements between 
supported NPs monolayers were carried out using the 
Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA)8. To establish reliable 
structure/properties relationship, NPs immobilization is 
required to prevent cleavage and/or slipping at the 
polymer/substrate interface. Therefore, the NPs were 
covalently attached onto an amino-functionalized 
monolayer also covalently attached on mica substrates 
(Figure 1) to create stable and immobilized NPs supported 
monolayers (Figure 2).  
 
 

 
Figure 1. AFM images in air of amino functionalized 
monolayer on mica, RMS=0.27± 0.03nm. 
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Figure 2. NPs monolayers deposited on amino-
functionalized mica for suspension concentration of 0.3% 
w/w and 2.51 ± 0.14 NPs/µm². 
 

3 RESULTS 
 
We have demonstrated that immobilized NPs maintained 
their swelling properties (Figure 3). Normal and lateral 
forces measured between these supported NPs as a function 
of pH will be compared with different classes of solvated 
polymer- bearing surfaces in order to elucidate the role of 
the conformation, elasticity and electrostatic interaction of 
the polymer chains in controlling friction and adhesion 
between surfaces in aqueous media. 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Variation in the relative thickness of supported 
NPs monolayers and variation in the NPs size in water as a 
function of pH. The thickness of the supported NPs 
monolayers is determined from the force profiles measured 
using the Surface Forces Apparatus. 
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